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What can Remote Access offer you? 
 
Are you searching for ways to drastically reduce the operating costs for your fleet of trucks? 

If so, then the GEA Diessel Remote Access Tool for ZEVODAT-flash™ (RATZ™) is exactly the 

solution you are looking for! 

Combined with either GSM or GPRS data transfer technology, RATZ™ gives you the possibility of 

accessing and getting information about the condition of any of your milk transport trucks and/or 

data capture systems – all from one central position, at all times and anywhere in the world. 

The RATZ™ Remote Access Tool gives you even more… 

It makes possible for you to monitor and change parameters, install new programmes or 

programme updates. Ask for additional information and a variety of additional features. 

And most important of all: All this is possible WITHOUT any additional costs for a service 

engineer. This is good for the environment, reduces standstill times and lowers the costs for your 

truck fleet. 
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Description of individual RATZ™ functions: 

 
- Remote indication 

The remote indication allows you to monitor the actual process of the milk intake at 

all times. 

 

- Remote control 
The remote control function makes possible the remote use of the ZEVODAT-

flash™ keyboard. In case of problems it is then possible to help the operator on 

site. In addition, it allows for the access of any special service functions at any time. 

 

- Parameters 
The remote control function allows you to query, display, edit or store any 

parameters of the ZEVODAT-flash™. As an additional option, it is possible to 

create a parameter library of any specific truck on the PC. 

 

- Programming 
Through the remote control function it is possible to transfer new software into the 

ZEVODAT-flash™ and to bring it up to date either directly or at a set time. In 

addition, it is possible to store a standard programme in the ZEVODAT-flash™, 

which will be loaded automatically after a possible replacement of hardware or after 

a programme failure. 

 

- Component information 
It is possible to identify specific component information on the installed hardware, 

such as the p.c. board numbers or p.c. board types in use. The same applies to the 

version number of the actually installed software and to the date of the latest 

programme update. 

 

- Capture, storage and transfer of additional debug information 
In order to optimize the processes on the truck, (for instance, to determine the 

optimum pump capacity), it is possible to create special log data which can later be 

analyzed on the PC. 

 

- Selection of process-relevant data of the ZEVODAT-flash™ 
In order to analyze process-relevant data, it is possible to take the SD storage card 

out of the ZEVODAT-flash™ and analyze this data over a PC. Alternatively, the 

data can be transferred over the remote control function. 
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- Remote service and diagnostic possibilities 
In order to identify problems and error functions of the ZEVODAT-flash™ or other 

connected periphery, there are a number of remote service and diagnostic possibilities 

available, for instance, what is the status of the digitals inputs and outputs. 
 

- Access levels 
In order to protect the ZEVODAT-flash™ and the stored data from unauthorized 

access, 4 different access levels have been created in the form of an Access Key: 

 

Access Key 1:  read only  

Access Key 2:  read and remote operation only 

Access Key 3:  read, remote operation and parameter administration on PC 

Access Key 4:  complete access to all functions, including programme updates 

 
 
 
 

What you need 

The remote control functionality can be realized with only 2 components: 

- PC programme package RATZ™ (in connection with Dr. Neuhaus Switching Center or a 

Modem Server) 

- Remote compatible USER programme in the ZEVODAT-flash™ 
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FAQ 

Question: Is it possible to use the remote function with existing ZEVODAT-flash™ systems? 

Answer:  Yes, once certain hardware and software changes have been made. 

 

Question: Is it possible to use the remote function with existing ZEVODAT-M™ systems? 

Answer:  No, this is technically not possible. 

 

Question: Is it possible for non-authorized personnel to have access to my ZEVODAT-flash™? 

Answer: No, this is not possible. Access is only possible over the USER programme and in 

addition, a virtual port for the remote use has be made available by the customer. 

 

Question: Can I use the remote control even if I do not use the GPRS data transfer method? 

Answer:  With small changes in the hardware of the ZEVODAT-flash™ it is also possible to 

use the remote control over GSM and in short distances, Bluetooth and USB. 

 

Question: What additional costs are involved? 

Answer: Are you already using the ZEVODAT-flash™ with data transfer over GPRS or GSM? 

 Then no additional costs are involved on the hardware side. 

 The software of the ZEVODAT-flash™ may need an update and you will have to 

purchase the PC programme RATZ™. 

 

You already have the ZEVODAT-flash™ in use, however, you use a different type of 

data transfer, such as per cable? In that case, the ZEVODAT-flash™ will have to be 

upgraded to data transfer via GPRS. For this application, you will need an additional 

GPRS socket modem and antenna (per each ZEVODAT-flash™ unit) and an 

additional licence of the Dr. Neuhaus Switching Centre or Modem Server. This is 

necessary only once for the complete fleet. The software of the ZEVODAT-flash™ 

may need an update and you will have to purchase the PC programme RATZ™. 

 

Question: Does the RATZ™ programme replace my already existing data transfer programmes 

such as the CS3TransferManager or GPRSTransferHandler? 

Answer:  No, the RATZ™ programme is not a data transfer programme and can therefore not 

be used as such. 

 

 


